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� A blueshift in absorption spectrum is obtained by increasing the electric field.

� A change in light polarization creates a redshift in the absorption spectrum.
� The absorption maxima is bigger for y-polarization.
� The absorption maxima changes in a non-monotonic way if the electric field increases.
� Both blueshift and redshift of the spectrum have been obtained with the enlargement of inner ring radius.
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a b s t r a c t

The influence of lateral electric field on one-electron states and intraband absorption in two-dimensional
concentric double quantum rings is investigated. The confining potential of the rings is modeled as a
double harmonic central potential. Using the exact diagonalization technique, we calculate the depen-
dence of the electron energy spectrum as a function of the electric field strength as well as the inner ring
radius. Also, different values of confinement strength are considered. Selection rule is obtained for in-
traband transitions, caused by the direction of incident light polarization. The intraband absorption
coefficient is calculated for different values of electric field strength, inner ring radius, confinement
strength and incident light polarization direction. The combined influence of electric field strength and
change of confining strength show that while the increment of the first one leads only to blueshift of
absorption spectrum, the augment of the second one makes the redshift. In addition, both blueshift and
redshift of the spectrum have been obtained with the enlargement of inner ring radius. Finally, we show
that the absorption spectrum undergoes redshift by changing the polarization of incident light from x- to
y-axis.

& 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Recent advances in nanoscale fabrication processes have made
the construction of semiconducting nanoscopic objects with a
possible wide range of geometries. Some of the most recent ob-
jects are III–V semiconducting torus shaped quantum rings (QRs)
[1,2]. Like self-assembled quantum dots (QDs), QRs possess atom-
like properties, making them a fair venue for potential device
applications in optics, optoelectronics, and quantum computing
[3–9]. At the same time QRs are non-simply connected quantum
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.

systems – the hole in the middle provides the capability of trap-
ping single magnetic flux and offers the exciting opportunity to
observe electronic wave function phases in magneto-optical ex-
periments. Furthermore, QRs can bind only a few electrons and
holes, which gives a unique chance to study three-dimensional
topological quantum effects, such as magnetization oscillations
and persistent current effects [10,13,11,12,14,15].

QRs have already found their applications in optoelectronic
devices, like in Ref. [4], where stacked layers of In(Ga)As on GaAs
(001) self-assembled QRs have been studied for laser application,
with stimulated multimodal emission centered at 930 nm (77 K).
Also, it is worth to note the key importance of electric field in-
fluence in many cases. For instance, the photoluminescence and
excitation of the photoluminescence spectroscopy was performed
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Fig. 1. The confining potential for CDQR structure affected by the radial electric
field. The inner and outer ring radii are correspondingly taken as =R 15 nm1 ,

=R 40 nm2 , confinement strength ωℏ = 20 meV , and electric field strength F¼5 kV/
cm. The direction of electric field is taken along the þx axis.
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in single InGaAs self-assembled QDs and QRs embedded in a field-
effect-structure device [5,6]. Here, the interplay between the ex-
citon radiative recombination and the electronic carrier tunneling
has been investigated in the presence of a stationary electric field
and compared with a numerical calculation based on the effective
mass approximation. The electronic properties of InAs/GaAs QRs
and the characteristics of resonant tunnel intraband terahertz
detectors with QR-active regions have done in Refs. [7,8], where
the electronic states of the QRs have been calculated and mea-
sured by the capacitance–voltage technique. Multiple layers of
InAs/GaAs QRs have been used as the active region in high-per-
formance photoconductive detectors in the range between 1 and
3 THz [9].

In the past decade, a number of works were devoted to the
theoretical investigation of the influence of electric fields on the
electronic and optical properties of QR structures [16–28]. For in-
stance, in Ref. [16] the electronic states of a single QR under an
applied lateral electric field are theoretically investigated for dif-
ferent values of the outer and inner ring radii ratio using direct
matrix diagonalization method. In Ref. [17] a magnetic field per-
pendicular to the ring plane was used and has been shown that
the electric field may suppress the Aharonov–Bohm oscillations of
the lower energy levels. The problem of the impurity electron in
QRs in the presence of a radially directed strong external electric
field has been done in detail in Ref. [18], where both the analytic
and numerical approaches to the problem are developed.

The polarization effects of lateral electric fields and eccentricity
on electronic and optical properties of QRs are discussed within
the effective-mass approximation in [19]. In addition, effects of
lateral electric field on the electronic states, interband optical
spectra, and Aharonov–Bohm oscillations in single QRs have been
investigated in Ref. [20]. The competition between carrier re-
combination and tunneling in QDs and QRs under the action of
electric fields has been studied in Ref. [21]. Also, the effects of
lateral electric field on the nonlinear optical rectification of a
single QR have been investigated and the results indicate that the
increase in electric field yields a redshift in peak positions of
nonlinear optical rectification [22].

The simultaneous effects of lateral electric field and hydrostatic
pressure on the intraband linear optical absorption coefficient
have been investigated in two-dimensional −GaAs/Ga Al Asx x1 single
QR [23]. The results indicate that for fixed geometric dimensions,
the hydrostatic pressure can lead to both blue- and redshift of the
intraband optical absorption spectrum, while only a blueshift is
observed as a result of electric field. The combined influences of
intense laser field and static lateral electric field on one-electron
states and intraband optical absorption have been studied in two-
dimensional GaAs/Ga Al As0.7 0.3 QRs [24]. Here, the calculations
have shown that by manipulating the laser field parameter and
electric field strength the overlap of the electron wave functions
can be altered so that the transition probability will be enhanced
or suppressed on demand.

A detailed investigation concerning lateral electric field effect
on single electron states in coupled quantum dot-ring (CQDR)
structures has been recently performed for cases with and without
an on-center hydrogenic donor impurity [25]. This study showed
that the influence of lateral electric field on energy levels strongly
depends on the electron localization type. The investigations of
intraband transitions in CQDR [26] demonstrated that lateral
electric field changes energetic shift direction influenced by the
variation of barrier thickness of the structure.

To the best of our knowledge, the influence of lateral electric
field on physical properties of concentric double quantum ring
(CQDR) structures has not been investigated theoretically on a
large scale. The one-electron ground state in the presence of lat-
eral electric and magnetic field as well has only been studied in
two works [27,28]. The aim of the present work is to study in
detail the effect of lateral electric field on electronic states (ground
and excited) and intraband optical absorption spectrum in a two-
dimensional CQDR. Furthermore, the influence of incident light
polarization direction on intraband absorption spectrum would be
explored. The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we de-
scribe the theoretical framework. Section 3 is devoted to the re-
sults and discussions, and finally the conclusions are given in
Section 4.
2. Theoretical framework

The experimental results show [2] that in double QR structures
the radial sizes are around 10 times bigger than vertical sizes,
which allows us to consider the two-dimensional model for CDQR
structure like it was done in [29–32], and consider a double
parabolic central potential for the electron confinement
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where m is the electron effective mass, ω describes the strength of
the confining potential, R1 and R2 are the inner and outer ring
radii, respectively and [ ]a bmin , means the minimum between a
and b. The width of the rings l is directly related with ω via the
expression ω= ℏl m2 2 / . The confinement is affected by the lateral
electric field directed in the x-axis as shown in Fig. 1. Note that in
the limit →R 01 the potential is reduced to one of a central QD
encircled with QR of a radius R2 [33,25,26], while in the case of

= =R R R1 2 the model is reduced to a single ring structure [1,22].
The general form of the potential (1) has been used in Refs. [29–
32,34,35].

The Hamiltonian of the system considering the electric field
effect can be written as:
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where e is the elementary charge and F is the electric field
strength. The electron eigenvalues EN and eigenfunctions Ψ ( )x y,N ,
where N labels the bound electronic state in increasing order of
energy, are calculated using the exact diagonalization technique
[36,22,24]. The eigenfunctions Ψ ( )x y,N are presented as a linear
superposition of the eigenfunctions φ ( )x y,n n,x y

of the square with
the side L [37]:
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where nx and ny are the quantum numbers. We remark that this
technique is a useful numerical method to compute the eigen-
states of quantum systems [38,39]. In particular, it has been em-
ployed in QDs [40], in QRs [24,41] as well as in CQDR structures
[26,42]. In addition, let us comment that in Ref. [29] finite differ-
ence scheme was used for the calculation of single electron states
in the presence of magnetic field in CDQR structures and we have
compared our method with it, given a very good agreement.

On the other hand, the intraband linear absorption coefficient
is calculated considering Fermi's golden rule, summarized in the
following expression [41,43,44]:
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where βFS,Ω, nr, V are the fine structure constant, incident photon
energy, refractive index of the semiconductor and volume of the
Fig. 2. Dependencies of the first three states’ energies (frames (a)–(c)) and the correspo
field strength. Different confinement strengths are considered and ring radii are fixed:
sample per CDQR, respectively. Also, Ei and Ef are the energies of
the initial and final states and = −N N Nif i f is the difference of the
electron numbers in these states. Given that we have considered a
one-particle problem, =N 1i must be taken for the ground state
and =N 0f for the excited states and the term Mif represents the
matrix element of coordinate. In addition, to interpret the mag-
nitude of intraband absorption strength, the oscillator strength is
calculated [45,46]:
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Finally, in our calculations the δ-function is replaced by the
Lorentzian function
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where Γ is the Lorentzian broadening parameter, which we take as
0.4 meV [47].
nding threshold energies (frame (d)) for the →1 2 and →1 3 transitions on electric
inner ring radius =R 15 nm1 and outer ring radius =R 40 nm2 .



Fig. 3. Dependencies of the dipole matrix element (frame (a)) and oscillator strength (frame (b)) for the allowed →1 2 and →1 3 transitions on electric field strength.
Different confinement strengths and incident light polarizations are considered and ring radii are fixed: inner ring radius =R 15 nm1 and outer ring radius =R 40 nm2 .
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Fig. 4. Projectional view of considered confined states' wave functions for different values of electric field strength and for fixed ωℏ = 20 meV confinement strength.
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3. Results and discussion

Calculations are performed for the following parameter values
for GaAs material: electron effective mass =m m0.067 0, where m0

is the free-electron mass, refractive index =n 3.5r and volume of
the sample = × −V 9.8 10 cm17 3 [2]. In Figs. 2(a), (b) and (c) the
dependencies of the ground and first two excited energy levels
(N¼1, 2, 3) on the electric field strength are shown for different
values of confinement strength. In the absence of electric field, the
electronic states, like in any two-dimensional system with rota-
tional symmetry, can be described by the radial quantum number
n and angular momentum quantum number l. In that system the



Fig. 5. Dependencies of the first three states' energies (frames (a)–(c)) and the corresponding threshold energies (frame (d)) for the →1 2 and →1 3 transitions on the inner
ring radius R1 with the fixed outer one =R 40 nm2 . Different electric field strengths are considered and the confinement strength is fixed by ωℏ = 10 meV .
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excited states with 7 l are twice degenerated, i.e. the curves for
the same confinement strength ωℏ in Fig. 2(b) and (c) start from
the same point. The external electric field removes that degen-
eracy and mixes the states with different n and l. All energy levels
decrease with increasing electric field strength, which is a direct
consequence of the lowering of confining potential bottom, i.e. a
Stark effect in a parabolic quantum well [48]. Comparison of the
curves in all figures shows the greater influence of the electric field
on the ground state (Fig. 2(a)), because the ground state has the
deeper energy level and is affected most by the tilting effect of the
confining potential. Additionally, one can observe an energy in-
crease with the augment of confinement strength ωℏ , and that the
electric field impact is greater for the smallest ωℏ = 10 meV, when
the confinement of the potential is the weakest.

In Fig. 2(d) we present the dependencies on electric field
strength of the threshold energies of the →1 2 and →1 3 transi-
tions, and the energies are the consequences of the results in
Figs. 2(a), (b) and (c). It is observed that the increment of electric
field increases the threshold energies of all transitions, but the
strengthening of confinement, i.e. the increase of ωℏ , can result in
both increase and decrease of threshold energies. The inset figure
clearly shows that for F¼0.5, 1, 1.5 kV/cm an increase of ωℏ
decreases the energy, while for other values it mostly increments.
Also, the influences of both electric field and confinement strength
are stronger for the →1 3 transition threshold energy.

In Fig. 3(a) we present the dependence on electric field
strength of the dipole matrix elements for the →1 2 and →1 3
transitions, where we have used different values of confinement
strengths and incident light polarization directions. The matrix
element variations are interpreted with the help of Fig. 4, where
the projectional view of wave functions of considered confined
states is shown for different values of electric field strength and

ωℏ = 20 meV. It is clearly seen that although the application of
electric field removes the rotational symmetry of the potential, the
eigenfunctions of system still have a certain parity under inversion
with respect to the x-axis. In particular, the first and third states
have even wave functions, while the second state has an odd wave
function of y variable: Ψ Ψ( − ) = ( )x y x y, ,1 1 , Ψ Ψ( − ) = − ( )x y x y, ,2 2 ,
Ψ Ψ( − ) = ( )x y x y, ,3 3 . Considering this, the selection rule is ob-
tained, which makes the →1 2 transition feasible with y-polar-
ization, whereas →1 3 transition is possible in the case of x-po-
larization of incident light. In Fig. 3(a) one can observe that the
increase of electric field strength results in the non-monotonic
behavior of the matrix element. This can be explained by the



Fig. 6. Dependencies of the dipole matrix element (frame (a)) and oscillator strength (frame (b)) for the allowed →1 2 and →1 3 transitions on the inner ring radius R1 with
the fixed outer one =R 40 nm2 . Different electric field strengths are considered and the confinement strength is fixed by ωℏ = 10 meV .
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corresponding overlap between investigated states [49,50] (see
Fig. 4). In addition, we see that for bigger ωℏ the matrix element
mostly is the smallest. The inverse variation is observed only in the
case for F¼0.5 kV/cm for x-polarization, which is related to a dif-
ferent type of overlapping between the states. In Fig. 3(b) the
oscillator strength varies in accordance with Eq. (5), which is
dominated by the results for the threshold energy and matrix
element obtained in Figs. 2(d) and 3(a). It is worth to note that in
contrast with the results for matrix elements related with →1 2
transition, the corresponding oscillator strength curves show
mainly an increasing behavior.

In order to elucidate how the system's geometry modifies the
energy spectrum, Fig. 5 shows the energy as a function of the inner
ring radius R1 for different strengths of electric field keeping fixed
the outer radius at =R 40 nm2 . If =R 01 we have dot-ring structure,
with a QR of a radius R2, the model of which based on Eq. (1) was
studied in [33,25,26]. Note that the initial enlargement of R1 makes
the inner ring, thus creating wider confinement potential. Hence,
the electron probability density is more spread all over the
structure, than it was with dot-ring structure, which makes the
decreasing of energies of all the states. When R1 is increased, the
system starts to modify to single ring structure with a stronger
localization, and as a result of this effect an enlargement of en-
ergies is observed. When = =R R 40 nm1 2 we have a single ring
structure modeled by parabolic confinement which was in-
vestigated in [1,22]. In addition, we observe that all energies are
decreasing functions of electric field strength and that the field has
a stronger impact on the ground state energy than on excited
states, similar like it is shown in Fig. 2. Moreover, for higher values
of the electric field strength the electronic states start to ”feel” the
presence of inner ring and commence to decline for bigger R1 in all
energy levels. On the other hand, Fig. 5(d) presents the depen-
dence on R1 of the →1 2 and →1 3 transitions threshold energies,
which like in Fig. 2(d), are the consequences of the results in
Figs. 5(a), (b) and (c) for electron energies.

In Fig. 6(a) we preset the dipole matrix elements dependence
on the inner ring radius R1 for the →1 2 and →1 3 transitions,
considering different values of electric field strength and incident
light polarization direction. Almost all the curves show the non-
monotonic behavior on R1 variations as a result of structural
change from dot-ring to double ring structure, which have differ-
ent shapes of probability density distribution. It must be noted
that those variations are more explicit in the absence of the field,
which is quite understandable considering that electric field has a
power to destroy the initial rotational symmetry of confining po-
tential, like it was mentioned in the discussion of Fig. 3(a). Also we
have the expected result of the same matrix elements for both
transitions in the absence of electric field, and that in the presence
of the electric field the matrix elements of →1 2 y-polarized
transition are bigger than the ones for x-polarized →1 3 transition
(the similar result was obtained in Fig. 3(a)). The results for os-
cillator strength in Fig. 6(b) will help us to understand the changes
of absorption maxima that we will present in the upcoming
figures.

The intraband linear absorption coefficient dependence on the
incident photon energy for different strengths of the electric field,
confinement strength and light polarization direction is shown in
Fig. 7 . As a consequence of threshold energy dependencies in
Fig. 2(d), we observe a blueshift in the absorption spectrum with
the increase of electric field in all the figures. In Figs. 7(a)–(c) the
increase of ωℏ forces all the curves to undergo the blueshift, except
the green and blue curves, which correspond to F¼0.5 kV/cm and
F¼1 kV/cm respectively. These curves show a redshift in absorp-
tion spectrum. In Figs. 7(d)–(f) the blueshift of the spectrum
dominates.

Furthermore, if we compare the absorption curves for the same
electric field strength and confinement strength but different po-
larization, we notice that a change from x- to y-axis direction will
yield a redshift of the absorption spectrum considering a non-zero
electric field. In addition, we observe an increase and a decrease of
absorption maxima with increasing electric field strength. The
decrease of absorption maxima is seen with increasing ωℏ or with
the change of x-polarization to y-polarization (according to Fig. 3
(b)), and the →1 3 transition absorption maximum is smaller than
that of the →1 2 transition. The variation of absorption maximum
is linearly controlled by the corresponding change in oscillator
strength as shown in Fig. 3(b), like it is mentioned during the
discussion of Eq. (5).



Fig. 7. Dependencies of intraband absorption coefficient on the incident photon energy for different values of electric field strength and confinement strength: x-polarization
of the incident light is taken for →1 3 transition (frames (a)–(c)) and y-polarization for →1 2 transition (frames (d)–(f)). Ring radii are fixed: =R 15 nm1 and =R 40 nm2 . (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)
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Fig. 8. Dependencies of intraband absorption coefficient on the incident photon energy for different values of inner ring radius R1 (outer one is fixed as =R 40 nm2 ) and
electric field strength: x-polarization of the incident light is taken for →1 3 transition (frames (a)–(c)) and y-polarization for →1 2 transition (frames (d)–(f)), and the
confinement strength is fixed by ωℏ = 10 meV .
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Finally in Fig. 8 we have the intraband linear absorption coef-
ficient dependence on the incident photon energy for different
values of inner radius R1, strength of the electric field and light
polarization direction. With the increase of R1 both blueshift and
redshift of absorption spectrum have been obtained according to
the results in Fig. 5(d) for threshold energy, but the results are
more clear for transitions in the case of zero electric field. The
increment of electric field strength creates the blueshift of the
spectrum and like in previous figure, change of the polarization
direction from x-axis to y-axis, makes the redshift. Added to it, in
accordance with the results for oscillator strength in Fig. 6(b), the
maximum of absorption spectrum undergoes the non-monotonic
shifts with the increase of R1 and, in the presence of electric field,
definitely increases while changing the polarization direction from
x-axis to y-axis. Meanwhile, the augment of electric field strength
bring the blueshift of the spectrum, similar to the phenomenon
obtained in Fig. 7.
4. Conclusions

In this paper we have studied the influence of lateral electric
field on one-electron states and intraband absorption in concentric
double quantum rings. We have found that electric field influence
induces a decrease in the energies of the ground and first two
excited states, while the strengthening of the confinement po-
tential, by increasing the confinement strength lead to the aug-
ment of energies and the enlargement of inner ring radius creates
non-monotonic variation of energies. The full analysis of electric
field influence on one-electron state wave-function distributions
has been performed. With our analysis a selection rule is found
dependent on incident light polarization. A blueshift in absorption
spectrum is obtained by increasing the electric field, although a
confinement strength and inner ring radius increment may lead to
redshift as well. In addition, a change in light polarization from x-
axis to y-axis creates a redshift in the absorption spectrum. Fur-
thermore, the absorption maximum is bigger for y-polarized light
and for smaller confinement strengths, while it changes in a non-
monotonic way if the electric field and inner ring radius increases.
We consider that the influence of both electric field and light
polarization on intraband spectrum offers attractive new strate-
gies to fine-tune optoelectronic devices based on quantum rings,
and moreover, to better understand quantum information phe-
nomena in coupled nanostructures.
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